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The later part of the winter period before our Spring edition
is released is usually pretty quite, so thank heavens that the
first part of winter was busy, otherwise we would not have
much to tell.
This year the Veterans Band trip to Malaysia was a jam
packed experience and there is plenty to tell you about and
photo’s galore through the pages of the magazine.
Our upcoming reunion has plenty to report also and those
that are not email driven will find all the details inside. The
response has been excellent already and I have included
FAQ’s in the back of the magazine for those specific issues
that have cropped up.

All Secretary Correspondence:
Att: John Lennon
11 Symphony Ave, Bray Park.
QLD 4500
Phone: 07 32057984
Email: navy_muso@yahoo.com
Your Executive and Committee
Association Patron:
Rear Admiral Mark Campbell (Rtd)
President::
John Widdicombe
Vice President:
Ralph Daines
Secretary:

Another financial year has ended and we have the Balance
sheet for our 2015/16 period being reported on and we have
from the report maintained a strong position over the last 12
months. Along with the subs now starting to come in the
2016/17 period for the association is looking good. More inside.
A new column to the magazine is the HMAS Cerberus museum section. This over the coming year will be a significant
and interesting column, as you help create a unique Band
branch section and contribute items to its growth.
So, I hope you enjoy this edition and as always your contributions are important doesn’t matter how small.
Enjoy the read.
Your Editor.

John Lennon
Treasurer:
Errol Hatch
Committee:
Bill Farrell, Robert Bedwell, Doug Drysdale.
State Representatives:
NSW: Robert Bedwell
VIC: Len Nurse
QLD: John Lennon
SA: Ned Kellas
TAS: Brian Ellis
WA: Bill Farrell
RAN Veterans Band/Events Manager:
Ralph Daines
Registered Address:
Royal Australian Navy Band Association Inc;
124/220 Hansens Rd, TUMBI UMBI.

Ralph Daines performing “Strangers on the
Shore” at one of our many concerts held in Ipoh,
Malaysia in June 2016.

NSW 2261

Web: www.ranbandassoc.net
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Presidents
Report
Presidents
Report
John Widdicombe
Our association is sailing well. We can still muster enthusiastically for reunions and get togethers, and for those interested in playing, we have the activities of our RAN Veterans band. Of course keeping this all running takes a lot of
management and organisation and we have a hard working
and devoted committee taking on these challenges on your
behalf. But without member support even a good management committee can achieve little, so remember it’s your
Association and everything it stands for and does is for you
as members. So give a lot of thought to attending our reunions, and supporting our Veterans Band whether you are
playing or not, as you and your family are very welcome to
join in the band’s undertakings.
Congratulations to all who ventured to Ipoh. Obviously from
the articles - printed elsewhere in the Magazine – the trip
was a huge success and the band, under the baton and
leadership of Doug Drysdale was most impressive. Congratulations Doug and thank you for your contribution and
expertise. A special welcome to all the non ex-Navy
Muso’s who assisted in filling vital positions in the band and
swelling the numbers. I hope you all felt very welcome both
as players and socially. We are proud of our Band and
proud to have you on board. Thanks yet again to Ralph and
Cheryle for all the preparation and organisation so ably carried out.
It’s pleasing to see the state reps flowing those interesting
reports into the Magazine. Don’t forget that as a member
it’s your duty to keep your state rep well informed with any
goings on. Many of us have very close friends living in other
states, and remember we are all in that slowing down time

of life, so this is a great way to keep up to date with each
other, particularly with those who are not travelling so well.
Thanks to those who passed on their very interesting Anzac
day activities. There are certainly a lot of us taking part in
the Anzac Day parades and ceremonies around the states,
particularly in smaller places outside the big cities.
We must turn our attention now to the Melbourne Reunion.
Please make every effort to be there. I can think of nowhere
more suitable for a Band reunion than Frankston. Perhaps
it will spark new stories and things from the past to talk
about, or even family history memoirs as I think many Bandy’s families started there, with many bandies’ children being born in the Frankston Hospital. There might even be
moments of nostalgia in visiting old haunts and the houses
we once lived in. I know I have very fond memories of my
time there, and surely we all look forward to what is an
overdue visit to Cerberus.
Many thanks to Errol and his band of merry music-making
sailors for the great reunion informative brochure. There is
no excuse now for not knowing what’s going on and what’s
happening down Cerberus way next March.
So start preparing - empty your credit card and fill your suitcase, that’s all you’ll need for the Sunny South Victorian
Reunion.

Treasurer Report
Errol Hatch

The 2015/16 Financial year was my first full year where our
computer invoicing system played an significant part in issuing and receipting our subscriptions. It also re-issued
statements after the initial invoice showing members any
other outstanding amounts. This proved a bonus as nearly
all cleared past subs giving the balance sheet a healthy lift.

with a small profit. We will be reviewing our merchandise
section with the upcoming reunion and also the postage side
of the ledger especially with Australia Post drastically increasing their charges.
The Veterans Band trip to Ipoh was predominantly covered
by members paying their way, but this tour used a small
portion of the Veterans Bands surplus due to some unforseen transport and food costs.

I must admit there were one or two outstanding subs that
were paid but not taken up in the previous year but thanks
to those that questioned their statements I was able to
So, all in all a successful year just gone and the following
acknowledge them. This helps to clean up part subs so don’t
page gives you detail and graph of where our association is
hesitate to let me know if you feel you have paid previousat financially.
ly.
For Now.
Also thanks to those that have added donations to the subs
payments, these are always appreciated and help strengthen
our bottom line. Our merchandise section has also added to Errol Hatch.
our coffers, though not as profitable we do recover our cost
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Secretaries Report
John Lennon

As we move towards the end of 2016 much planning has
been going on in Victoria by Errol and the Victorian committee for next year’s RAN Band Association reunion at
Frankston. From the feedback so far it is shaping up to be a
very memorable reunion which may also be the last opportunity for many of us to visit HMAS Cerberus before commencement of major infrastructural capital works and redevelopment.

where a young person was riding in my street on an unregistered trail bike, which prompted me to go out the front
to witness his stupidity. This prompted his mate to give me
a gob full of foul mouthed crap which ignited a fire in me
that I thought had gone out and I called him on his comments.
He was all of about 15 or 16 and had pox marks and sores
on his face, and Mike Tyson type face tattoos, which had
me making the quick assessment that this guy is a drug addict. As we come face to face I sucked in my gut, puffed out
my chest and took a firm stand which at least kept him at a
safe distance. The conversation that followed was tense
and I never took my eyes off his hands until he walked
away. After he left I went inside and went to the bathroom
to spray disinfectant over myself and while I was there
looked in the mirror and it was then that I saw this old
man.

I would imagine a number of historically valuable buildings
would be immune from the redevelopment. I am aware
that a number of members attending the reunion are doing
so for the opportunity to visit HMAS Cerberus. I would imagine the last image of HMAS Cerberus for some members
were well over 50 years ago, and at the time, they would
have been glad to see the back end of the place. The Victorian’s have included a well planned visit to the Historical
precinct which encompasses the old School of Music which
is now the administration centre for the HMAS Cerberus
I thought to myself you bloody idiot, I was lucky I didn’t get
museum.
a knife driven into my chest. The lesson for me was don’t
This edition will see the end of our DVA recognition assisconfront these type of people at my age, or maybe look at
tance articles with Errol & I hoping that it has assisted
establishing my own chapter of a Outlaw Motorcycle club.
members seeking recognition of illnesses & disabilities sus- If one of these type of gentleman had witnessed this young
tained whilst serving in the RAN Band. Each edition I try to person’s treatment of me as a returned serviceman it
focus on a theme and this time I would like to touch on
would of taken a team of Orthopaedic surgeons to put him
personal safety as we get older. I was prompted by a cou- back together.
ple of personal incidents that made me reassess how I reRegards
spond to aggression and assess my personal safety.
John Lennon
I have lived in the same house and area for the last 26
years and have always felt safe and secure and would not Secretary
hesitate to challenge anyone who either threatened my
Editors Notes:
safety or the safety of my family. I have noticed in the last
Due to the number of Ipoh features in this issue I have left
few years a frightening tendency by some of our youth to
the final DVA article till the next edition.
be aggressively disrespectful and violent to anyone in authority. I had a recent incident out the front of my house
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Letters to the Editor
Correspondence to Paul Baker, Composer for the dedicat- Ipoh Veterans Band Tour.
ed Veterans Bands March, Waltzing Old Mates.
Hi Ralph.
Good morning Paul,
I listened to your March yesterday and was impressed.
For you to offer the March be dedicated to the Royal Australian Navy Veterans Band is indeed a kind gesture, one I
would like to accept on behalf of the Royal Australian Navy
Veterans Band and the Committee of the Royal Australian
Navy Band Association.

A big thanks to yourself and Cheryle for organizing such a
successful tour. I had a great time, enjoyed the playing and
sharing company with a great bunch of musicians their
wives and partners. How many ex Australian Service bands
can boast of having a current British High Commissioner as
a groupie? Watching for the next installment.

It was a pleasure having you as part of the RANVB in Ipoh
and also to be able to play one of your newest composiThe link that you listed below for Paul’s composition didn’t
tions, Cinta Kinta, in it’s premier performance in Taiping and work for me however here is one that did: https://
each of our Concerts in Ipoh there after. I assure you that
youtu.be/c56y7B1z6Mk
the RANVB will be performing Up Periscope and Taiping
Suite in future Concerts.
If you could please forward to me the parts of Waltzing Mates Older I will add to our library. On reflection, would you
consider renaming the March, Waltzing Old Mates?

Cheers
Bruce Munchenberg.

Look forward to catching up in the future.
Kindest regards,
Ralph Daines.

Joan for the final seven months lived in a memory-support
unit at Brighton. There is humour even there I found. One
I have been asked if I would like a few words said about
day I was called with the request to come over and calm
my wife Joan, who passed away 18 July last. Joan was navy
Joan. She was marching Homer up and down the passages
through and through, and some of you knew her, so if you
thinking she was with her husband. Homer was a handsome
let me say a few words about her I’d be grateful.
man, the mistake was understandable. When I entered the
Joan and I married in 1970. That’s before I left the RAN,
unit Joan realised at once, and we had a happy and calmer
and she was my life partner through the whole of my orhour. I spent a great deal of time visiting Mayflower; I was
chestral career. I know that some of you will remember her. determined to assist in making Joan’s stay as ‘normal’ as it
Joan was a WW2 veteran, of England which didn’t entitle was possible for it to be.
her to any favours in Australia, as you would know. Joan
About three weeks later, the supervising nurse of the
was very interested in the Submarines Association, so I
unit revealed to me the conversation she had overheard that
may quote from that profile.
day. Joan had been saying to Homer, “…we are married.”
Joan served in the RN 1944 to 1949. On completion of
Homer’s reply, “I’m married to Brenda.” Joan’s response,
basic training, she served in several RN establishments,
“ok, you will have to make a choice!”
including HMS Dolphin which gave the connection to the
submarine branch. Joan described the somewhat better state Joan was blessed with wonderful friends.
of supplies in surrendering U-boats at wars end as a revelation.
Association Member John Jones writes:

Joan was active as Treasurer in the Submarines Association
Victoria Branch for 25 years.
The bare bones of Joan’s life as I know them are that she
journeyed to Australia with husband number one who set
up the photographic branch in the RAN. Joan was working
at Cone’s timberyard Port Melbourne when we married.
Humour was an integral part of Joan’s existence. Attending
a concert, if the piece was a modern work of the ‘squeaky
gate’ variety, she’d ask the MSO’s managing director
“where did you get that??” Never one to mince words, our
Joan. Trevor Green had an English sense of humour, luckily for me next day.
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HMAS Cerberus Museum
This column will be a fixture in our magazine from now on
as there is so much to tell you about the goings on at the
museum at HMAS Cerberus.

Band Branch…..

related software it is somewhat disappointing that many
items have disappeared either to other museums or
someone's individual collection.

2nd Prize: KORG B1 Digital Piano valued at $799
(delivered to your door)

It is a credit to John and Marty that they have managed to
locate where a lot of it has gone and attempted to get it returned. There is a current drive to catalogue where things
currently exist throughout the base and beyond and to make
the museum more secure now it is controlled by a dedicated
team.

Sellers will have the opportunity to win a $250.00 gift voucher of their choice.

The Band Branch has a unique opportunity to add a significant piece of history to the museum as we have been assigned a large proportion of one of the rooms to mount our
History so Far….
display. This will be at a cost though as I envisage that we
Significant changes to the funding and personnel of the muwill need to spent up to $5,000 on cabinetry for our Branch
seum have occurred over the last 12 months and there is
to mount a premier presentation.
now added tasks of WO Marty Grogan and his team of volunteers to continue to keep the museum relevant. It has
I therefore propose that we hold a national raffle to raise
been a enormous task with the number of donated memora- funds for this cause. The raffle will be the “2017 RAN Band
bilia items and the correspondence that passes the desk of Reunion Museum Refurbishment” Raffle. We will issue
Marty daily and the amount of politics that goes with it.
books of 25 tickets @ $5.00 a ticket or 3 for $10.00 to sell
with the draw to be announced on the 5th of December and
Along with WO Marty Grogan, is long time veteran of the
winners to be notified and listed in our Christmas edition of
museum, John De Douglas who has seen it all and with his
the magazine.
encyclopaedia of knowledge keeps all aspects of the history
of the Navy and its protocols relevant. The School of Music Sellers will also have the opportunity to win something by
building is the current holding area for said artefacts while
going into a draw.
the Gunnery school contains all the archival documents an
Prizes will be:
photos that have been collected. It is these areas that the
1st Prize: A $3,000 Flight Centre Gift voucher for the winattention of the volunteers is most focused. Though there
ner to spend on any travel or Holiday package.
has been a login system of some sorts into a log book and

3rd Prize: MARSHALL Acton Compact Stereo Speaker
system with Bluetooth Valued at $499.

Now we have a better banking system controlling the ticket
income, the issuing of ticket stubs and their return will be
more efficiently so we should have a successful raffle.
Those wanting (hoping all) to participate can contact me on
0400 706 503 to request books or via our website or email
at admin@ranbandassoc.net.

The Future…….

With a limited funding base the museum now relies on
those visiting the museum to pay. It is a very small amount
but will help with sundry costs to run the administration side.
More on this on the inside back page of our magazine.
Branches that want to upgrade their displays or add additional features now have to fund the cost involved in doing
so. The museum spent tens of thousands of dollars on museum quality display cabinets and have created a wonderful
experience when viewing the displays. For the museum to
continue its world class displays this style of cabinets needs
to be maintained.

Commitments by you…….
I have had a commitment from a few with donations/loans to
our section of the museum but I’m sure there is a lot more
7

HMAS Cerberus and its future
of you out there that have an important piece of history that
would fit. Our branch is unique when it comes to history as
we have significant things to display from specific periods.
Our recorded album collection is a good example as each
decade (and in between) has a recording taking us in to the
next. With members listed on most we can see those that
have come and gone, those that moved up through the
ranks and those that reached the pinnacle as our Directors.

HMAS CERBERUS REDEVELOPMENT UPDATE
From The NVN News Navy Victoria Network , July 2016 Volume 6
Edition 7.

The NVN Team, along with any ex-Navy personnel who ever had
the ‘pleasure’ to undertake training at HMAS Cerberus
(affectionately known as “The Cradle of the Navy”) were thrilled
to read the news last March that the Defence White Paper had
earmarked $500M to be spent on major upgrades and new facilities in this, the Navy’s largest training base. The scope of work for
What’s currently happening at the museum……..
the $273M Phase 1 of “The Cerberus Redevelopment Project” is
currently being refined for a 2017-18 start date. And according to
The team are in the throughs of moving from the Chelsea
RSL all of the HMAS Sydney (all ships) displayed artefacts the media release, more than $200M has been allocated for subsequent stages. Investment of this magnitude certainly appears
that were there, to a new room at the museum. This is a
major project as there were many neglected pieces from all to secure the long-term future of Cerberus.
This reassurance, of course, has also been warmly welcomed by
of the Sydney’s not on display that now will be. We are restoring the current cabinets of the models (see photo’s) and the Mornington Peninsula Shire and residents in the Western
these will be the backbone of the display. Along with Marty’s Port area as the Base and its inhabitants provide a significant
benefit to the local economy of the region. The project will incollection this room with have significance to the 60’s generclude the upgrade of underground engineering services including
ation as it also sits next store to the “Navy in Vietnam “ Disfirefighting and potable water, storm water, sewer, gas, electrical
play. This display will be ready for Open Day at HMAS Cer- and communications systems. These ‘enabling services’ will be
berus on the 23rd of October.
progressively upgraded over a four year period to minimise the
disruption to the training output of the Establishment. The above
The following text is an insight to the redevelopment of
ground works include a combination of new and refurbished loHMAS Cerberus.
gistic and personnel support buildings in addition to training
buildings to support RAN and ADF training capability requirements.

Restoring the display cabinet of the Sydney 3 model. This one
has suffered the least amount of damage. Other models in
the background.

Before the planned works can commence in early 2018 there are
several Defence and Government approval stages that are yet to
be successfully navigated. The current proposed scope of work
includes the following items: New ADF Physical Training School;
New Marine Technician training building; New School of Survivability and Ship Safety buildings and practical training area; New
Clothing and Naval Store building; New Junior Officer Living in
Accommodation; Extensions to the Junior Sailor’s Galley; and
Refurbishment of Recruit and Category School Living-in Accommodation. The proposed works will also include the demolition of
a number of buildings that have well and truly done their job
over the years. Landscaping of these sites will be undertaken
throughout the project. It is an exciting time for Cerberus as it
approaches the 100th anniversary of delivering trained personnel
to support the ADF.
The planned investment is also a very welcome indication of the
Federal Government’s commitment for training to continue at
the Base for many decades to come. So if the ex-Navy readers of
this edition of the NVN want to have one last look at Cerberus
the way she has looked for many years, you had better ‘get your
skates on’ and come down to the biennial “Open Day” planned
for Sunday 23 October this year. Alternatively, you could try to
convince the ex-Navy Associations to which you belong, to organise a bus trip and guided tour while you can. More information
regarding the Federal Government’s plans to increase Defence
spending by $29.9 Billion over the next decade to deliver the
strategies and plans set out in the 2016 White Paper is available
at www.defence.gov.au/whitepaper

The detail on the Sydney 3 brings back memories. Who
remembers many an hour out on the Bofor landing.
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Veterans Band/Events Report
Ralph Daines

Peter Kelly, who attended the Commemorations and
was very impressed with everything the Band did, he
also has made a donation to our Association.

IPOH, MALAYSIA June, 2016
In June of this year our Association’s Veterans Band
made the journey to Ipoh, in north western Malaysia to
provide musical support to the annual “Ipoh Week of
Remembrance.” This week commemorates all those
service men and women from the Commonwealth who
served in Malaya in WW2 and the period 1948 to
1989, which includes the Malayan Emergency and
The Indonesian Confrontation, and the Malay and Malaysian Forces. Many of our Association Members fall
into that category.

The other page is from a local Ipoh newspaper, the
Echo. A full report on the trip is further in the magazine.

Melbourne 2017 Reunion
Featured in the magazine is the complete itinerary of
the Melbourne reunion and what a packed weekend
the Victorian organising committee have in store for
us.
I urge you to get you bookings in early so they (the
organising committee) have a good indication of numbers and get your accommodation organised now.
There are some great accommodation rates going at
the moment on the internet and with only 6 months to
go they will only get dearer.

Each year the National Malaya & Borneo Veterans
Association of Australia attend the event and on the
opening day of the week hold a Remembrance Service in Taiping for 28 Australian Soldiers and 10 dependants who are buried at the Christian Cemetery, it
is a credit to the NMBVA that they make this pilgrimage to the forgotten.

The concert program for the reunion has proved to be
very popular and with nearly a 50 piece band putting
their hands up to play we look forward to a memorable
These men may be forgotten by Australia, but they are
concert. More details will follow over the coming
not by the locals. I was leaving the cemetery after
weeks with regards to the distribution of music and
Doug Drysdale and I had been checking space for our
other important info about the reunion, so watch this
involvement, when an old Malaysian man approached
space.
me, hugged me and said “thank you for coming to
honour your men”, it made the trip so much more
Remembrance Day Central Coast,
meaningful.

10th & 11th November.

I won’t say anything more about the trip, as it will be
written about by many, but what a performance by
your Band, one day rehearsal for a 34 piece band and
the music quality was excellent. If you want to hear
some video clips on Facebook, go to the Veterans
Band Ipoh page, it is a closed page, ask to enter and I
will be notified and will let you in.

I am looking for interested players to be part of the
Veterans Band on the 10th & 11th November for the
dedication & remembrance ceremonies of a new memorial and a concert in the Village where I live on the
NSW Central Coast.
If you are interested in playing please let me know and
I can give you more details on what will be happening
with accommodation etc.

The Association now has its own official march, called For Now.
Waltzing Old Mates and arranged by a former Royal
Marine Bandsman, Paul Baker, who lives in Malaysia
and played in each of our performances. Keep an eye
out for when the premier performance will be, it is be- Ralph Daines.
ing worked on now.
The following 4 pages were put together by a member
of the National Malaya Borneo Veterans Association,
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Western Australian Report
Bill Farrell

rett, AO, RAN, on August 1st. Although the morning was
very chilly 2 degrees, and the parade was scheduled to commence at 0830, the weather stayed fine with bright blue sky

Hi to all you Eastern Staters from the Western Warriors.
Not much will be said from this side concerning the recent
trip to Malaysia because it is felt for certain that there will
be many mentions from other sources about this foray in to
the wilds of the jungle. Just let it be said that it was an interesting experience and once again arranged with great
aplomb by the “Daines’ Travel Agency.” One thing that
will be mentioned though is that Bill Middleton made it, at
the behest of his medical advisor, and although he had a
relapse whilst in Ipoh, he is making a good recovery back
home.

and no rain. There were nearly 800 on parade with the WA
Naval Band being enhanced by musicians from the Eastern
States including a Band Officer. There was a further 300
sailors, approximately, sitting on the sidelines watching the
goings on. It appeared strange to see the entire parade wearing patent leather shoes! Nothing like the spit polished
boots that we used to wear in the dim distant past.

Musically, it sounded quite good but there were a few bugle
notes of doubtful authentic at one stage of the proceedings.
The parade was followed by a morning tea during which we
managed to speak to the Chief of Navy and inform him of
some of the doings of the Veterans Band, including Ipoh,
and then we had a tour of the Depot which has had a very
large makeover to bring it up to the standard that it is today.
All in all it was a great day’s outing, and as I was told by
She was involved with organizations and committees which the Bandmaster when I made comment concerning the inwas the reason that there were so many ex-servicemen in
correct notes, “Once a Director, always a Director.”
attendance. The Band Association was well represented and
The number attending Frankston next year from WA is an
Bill was very pleased with their commitment to be there.
unknown quantity at present, but it can be certain that there
Ted Lincoln is at home after another short stay in hospital
and he hopes that it will be the last one. A major function
for us recently has been the funeral of Bill James’ first wife
Sue, who passed away from cancer about 4 – 6 weeks ago.
It was an extremely well attended funeral with a good smattering of Ladies from the ex-Wrans Association of which
Sue was a very keen member.

Maxine and I were privileged to attend Divisions at HMAS
STIRLING for the Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim Bar-

will be a contingent, how large will be seen at the Reunion.

Victorian Report
Len Nurse

Our Mexicans lunch at the now familiar Seaford RSL took
place on the 28th of August. Attendances were down
somewhat do to many being overseas or north for the
warmer weather but a total of 19 still enjoyed the beautiful
weather streaming through the atrium.

popularity. Performing last month at the the Pollock’s retirement village in Frankston to a big audience we will be
this September in Cranbourne and with future dates for
October, November and of course Christmas, Dixieland
music is gaining a foothold in the south.

There were plenty of apologise sent through and a few we
didn’t hear from but attending were Barry & Pat Pollock,
Les Kent & Carole, Gordon & Dot Crompton, Bill & Carole
Post, Errol & Sharon Hatch and Val Hatch (Errol’s mother),
Jan Atkins, Gail & Mal Codling, Ray Mills, Harry & Kerrilyn
Williams and Maree & myself (Len).

Harry & Kerrilyn
Williams.

We had a good discussion regarding the reunion of course
and all agreed that there is not much more we can do to
entice our members to Melbourne in 2017.
Discussions were focused on specific events and also the
need to start thinking of prizes for raffles etc etc. Our
needs for stands and tympani's for the concert have been
sourced from Frankston High thanks to Peter Sharp who
has also offered the music department for our rehearsal
on the Saturday.

Val & Sharon Hatch
with Gail Codling..

The Dixielanders of Barry Pollock, Gordon Crompton, Bill
Post, Errol Hatch, Kevin Ridout and myself continue to gain
15

(Below) Les Kent & partner, Carol
Kneebone.

Mal Codling and Ray Mills enjoying a
cold one.

Maree & Len Nurse, Dot Crompton, Carole Post, Pat & Barry
Pollock and Bill Post.

Queensland Report
John Lennon

Hello to all our fellow association members. I would
normally say “Hello from Sunny Queensland”, but the
weather over the last month has been anything but
Sunny. We have been suffering some record low temperatures, which has caused me to break open my
storage box with my seriously warm jumpers. On the
local front I would like to thank those who attended
Ron Edwards’s funeral which I believe was well attended.

we booked into our Hotel at Mong Kok, an area in
Kowloon, where the room was nice but so small we
had to shuffle sideways to get past each other. I actually had to store some of my gear on top of the spot
light trunking just to make some room. The air was
generally clear and free of pollution with very strict
pollution laws enforced.

In summary we had a great time and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves with endless shopping by the girls
The Veterans Band trip to Malaysia was a great suc- with Peter and me struggling to keep pace. It was
cess and was well represented from Queensland,
great to get home and rest. On the personal front I
which included myself, Leywah, Peter & Lorraine Mar- had the unlucky experience of having my car written
tin, Shane Urquhart, Allan Lanham, Graham & Dianne off while stationary in traffic not far from home. This
Johnson & Patrick & Alison Steer. Allan, Graham &
accident highlighted a major problem on our roads
Pat are ex Army Band while Shane is the Father &
today, which is inattention by drivers using such items
Father-in-Law of ABMusn Natalie Urquhart & Lieuten- as mobile phones & car navigation systems.
ant Bandmaster David Coit. The feedback from the
The vehicle that hit the rear of my vehicle was travelQueensland attendees is a clear “When’s the Next
ling at 60 KPH and made no attempt to brake, causing
Trip”.
substantial damage to the rear including rupturing the
After we finished our very busy week of band activities fuel tank. The end result was a four vehicle accident
in IPOH Peter, Lorraine, Leywah & I flew to Hong
which included the 2 vehicles in front with me and the
Kong for a week of R&R. We had a wonderful time,
driver behind being carted off to hospital by ambueven though we all were suffering through various
lance. The driver was booked for inattention - she
stages of the Flu thing that was doing the rounds. For claimed she was one car length behind me and didn’t
those who have not been to Hong Kong since their
notice me stop. I did ponder if I was a casualty of the
Navy days there is not much that is recognisable from new Pokémon craze. Apart from aggravating an althose days. A few of the things that struck us straight ready stuffed back and neck I am almost back to
away was: The absolute sea of people, The effective- square one which equates to returning to manageable
ness and user friendliness of the transport system es- levels of back pain.
pecially the Subway,
Until the next edition I would like to wish all members
The obvious wealth in the city with young people driv- good health and happiness as the year moves on very
ing high end luxury sports vehicles. Real Estate avail- quickly. And safe driving !!!!!
ability is an obvious problem with high rises and smallRegards to All
er living areas. That became painfully obvious when
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Arriving at Ghangi Airport after a one and a half hour flight
from Ipoh Malaysia, you appreciate the organised skill of
Singapore and the total discipline of the people and government instrumentalities. The theme of Ipoh was “you are in
Malaysia” and over the 6 days the Veterans band were
there, there were plenty of stories relating to “Well you are
in Malaysia you know”.
We Begin…….
Members of the Veterans Band arrived from all corners of
Australia to Ipoh, Malaysia either via KL, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Penang and other cities in South East Asia.
Arriving in Ipoh by all different means, train, bus taxi and
plane we all successfully assemble d on the Tuesday evening for our Meet and greet at the soon to be popular (and
cheap) Royal Ipoh Club. With over 50 people in the troupe
the organisation skills of Ralph and Cheryle would be put to
the test over the next 6 days, but this our first event went off
without a hitch. Ralph welcomed us and gave us the latest
itinerary to what was a very fluid program.
Wednesday morning commenced with all attending our first
breakfast in the hotel followed by our first group rehearsal.
The ladies and men (not playing) went on a half day tour of
Ipoh and its surrounds and they came back with some interesting tales to tell.
The band held its first and only rehearsal in one of the hotels many function rooms and we gelled from the first down
beat of the Baton held by Doug Drysdale. With a program of
memorial and concert events we flew through a substantial
folio of music that was certain to provide our audiences with
an experience to remember. The band was definitely our
most complete with full compliments in all instruments, the
sound was explosive in certain arrangements.
Performances of World in Union, Conquest of Paradise and
Ashokan Farewell with the inclusion of our harmonised Last
Post was to make the services a moving experience. The
band also had the opportunity to perform for the first time a
composition by ex- Royal Marines member Paul Baker of a
march called Cinta Kinta written for the local Band that donated the stands and Drum kit for the length of our stay.
Paul stayed with us for the remaining days and made the
number of French horns to 5, yes 5, that was only topped
by our 5 amazing Trombone section. And 7 Trumpets.
We were joined for the rehearsal by four members of the
lpoh Band with two on Euphonium, a Flute and Clarinet
player. They all played well and their sight-reading skills
were excellent. They were to join us at different occasions
over the next few days.
We finished the day and most members started to explore
the culinary delights of Ipoh or made their way back to the
Royal Ipoh Club.
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Thursday saw our first official day and we were on our three
bus convoy for a hour trip to Taiping to the Kumunting Road
Cemetery to hold a remembrance service for the Malay Association who was our reason for being in Malaysia. The
service was short but appropriate and we finished with the
Last Post before guests visited the war graves and left poppies. From there we were invited to the New Club Taiping
for a lunch and our first concert.
With well over 100 attending and seated while the band was
setting up and having lunch there was a anticipation in the
make shift auditorium. The band opened with our now traditional Heart of Oak/ Life on the Ocean Wave and the Malaysian Armed forces march and moved through the hour long
concert with plenty of applause. Waltzing Matilda was concluded with a massive appreciative applause and the band
was swamped by photographers and dignitaries were photographed with members of the band.
With our long return trip to Ipoh we were all quite relaxed
once we reached the Hotel. The evening in Ipoh was hot
and humid (as usual) and by now most had found their favourite watering hole and entertained themselves. Some of
the popular haunts were the Irish Pub, The Beer & Barrel
and of course the Royal Ipoh Club and their crazy ticket
system.
Friday at 9.00am we were at the Ipoh War memorial for a
moving service by the “Warriors association Malaysia” The
service involved pipes and drum from the British Gurkha
Regiment, The Wesley Methodist Choir, St Michael Institute
Band and ourselves announced as The Royal Australian
Army Navy Airforce Association Band which sort of stuck
with us for the duration of our performances, well nearly….
(read on).
From the service we moved across the road with the help of
the police to the Town Hall for a short 10 minute concert by
the Choir, then the Bands , speeches and then a lunch for
non-Muslims as Ramadham had started. Returning to the
Hotel celebrations were then held at the Ipoh Club for
Leywhah Lennon’s 60th Birthday and Ally & Pat Steer’s 10th
Wedding anniversary.
Saturday had us up at and on the bus at 6.15am for a
church service at Batu Gaja at 7.30am and then a memorial
service in the cemetery of Gods little Acre at 8.30am. The
Church service concluded and the congregation made there
way to the cemetery for the formal service. The British Gurka pipes and drum performed and John and the band performed the Last Post again with distinction.
With the end of the service we the band made its way onto
the buses and headed to the Ghurka cemetery at the 2nd
rangers Barracks Ipoh for the second service. This was the
first service to
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be held at the new cenotaph in a special section of the Barracks. The Ghurkas performed the majority of the service
and the band provided some moving pieces to the service.
From there we were back on the buses to the Royal Ipoh
Club for Lunch and an afternoon concert for members and
guests. Returning to the hotel late in the afternoon Saturday
was not yet completed as we were guests for the Troops
night at the Kinta Riverfront Hotel.
This was to be a social evening but somehow the program
had us performing a concert, so we were back on the bus
with our gear heading to the Hotel. We held our 4th concert
in three days and most of the audience had heard us so we
tried a few new pieces which worked well. The evening finished with a dinner and speeches by the then well known
dignitaries. As we were back on Sunday morning in the
same location we were able to leave the stage setup. After
our longest and busiest day everybody was happy to get
back to the hotel.
Sunday morning at 9.00am we were back on our familiar
bus the Riverfront Hotel for what was called “The State
Goodwill Function” sponsored by the State Government and
the “Warriors Association”. The only problem was that there
were no State dignitaries present only the representatives
from the Commissions, guests and of course our partners
and friends. Our concert was shortened but was well received. The speeches that followed were very complimentary of the band and it became apparent that we have left a
lasting impression with the organisers and Commissioners.
After lunch we made our way back to the hotel for the last
time.
Sunday evening saw us all at the Ipoh Club for a goodbye
get-together where a presentation to Ralph, Cheryle and
Doug took place. With our tour completed some stayed to
enjoy the Ipoh hospitality while others returned to the hotel
or to their now well visited local night spot. After breakfast
the next morning most were on their way by the same
means they got to Ipoh and onto other locations for an additional holiday or back to Australia.
Ipoh will be most remembered for the hospitality of the organisers and the wonderful acknowledgements given to the
Band over the 6 days. It was a credit to all the members for
their musical expertise and patience and especially to those
honorary members who made a significant contribution to
the success of the tour. We always go from these adventures tired and spent but we really anticipate the next one.
This would have to have been the most stressing trip for our
organisers, Ralph and Cheryle to put together but as usual
we came out the other end happy to do it again. This is a
credit to their organisational and diplomatic skills. Great
work you two.
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2017
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY BAND REUNION
FAQ
What’s the best way of getting to Frankston from the Airport
With Frankston being on the opposite side of Melbourne (We apologise for that) to the airport you have at
least a 2 hour journey which ever mode you use. Cost of the journey is the difference. Here are some suggestions.
Skybus to Frankston. Skybus now has direct buses to Frankston and they leave the airport on the hour. This is
the most efficient and reasonably priced. Suggest you book this early to guarantee a seat.
Skybus to the Southern Cross (Spencer St) terminal then train to Frankston is the cheapest . You would probably take an extra half hour but would be a third of the price of the direct Skybus journey to Frankston. Those
choosing this method will have a MYKI card to help reduce the cost further.

What’s the accommodation availability in Frankston.
As we indicated in our Reunion Brochure there is plenty of accommodation in Frankston. Premium style is limited so our suggestion is to get it booked asap. If you want us to review your selected hotel or even Caravan
Park give us a ring on 0400 706 503 and we can give you an update on its location to our functions and the
quality of the services, we might forget but Frankston is now a premium holiday destination so there is plenty
of different types of accommodation available.

We are staying in Melbourne , how easy is it to get to Frankston.
If staying in Melbourne or any of the inner suburbs your MYKI card will get you onto the train to Frankston.
The organising committee have organised buses at all official function times to run shuttles to the RSL so you
will be accommodated once you arrive in Frankston.

Where do I get a MYKI card
As part of our reunion package those staying outside Frankston and requiring travel will be issued with one.
You have to normally buy one and place credit on the card to use on all Melbourne’s public transport. They
cannot be cashed in like most other travel cards overseas so we recommend you hang onto them or when finished hand them back to the organising committee.

When do we have to pay for the functions.
Obviously the quicker we get the booking form in the better, so if you have committed to attend send it
through as soon as possible. Payment can be made at a later date and we would expect all members to have
paid for their weekend no later than the 1st of February 2017. An invoice/Statement will be sent reminding
you that we have not seen payment so we won’t forget you.

How do we get extra tickets to the concert
Tickets will be available to purchase shortly and we envisage a packed house. The Frankston Arts centre is a
world class entertainment venue and our advertising campaign with the Arts centre will be comprehensive.

You mentioned the Raffle in the museum article, how do we get books of tickets to sell
Ticket books will be released in the coming weeks and if you would like to participate in selling tickets please
contact Errol on : 0400 706 503 or by email: admin@ranbandassoc.net or: ehatch@optusnet.com.au
Remember the tour to HMAS Cerberus on the Sunday is free and we look forward to you all in attending.
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